C96030 Request

Is the Ending Date/Time relevant in the Nominations - Scheduled Quantities?

Related Standards:
Standard 1.3.3 states: "In addition to making scheduled quantities information available by 4:30 p.m., at the end of each day transportation service providers should also make available to shippers information containing scheduled quantities, including scheduled intraday nominations and any other scheduling changes."

Standard 1.3.5 states: "All nominations should include shipper defined begin and end dates. All nominations excluding intra-day nominations should have roll-over options. Specifically, shippers should have the ability to nominate for several days, months, or year, provided the nomination begin and end dates are within the term of shipper's contract."

Interpretation Text:
"With respect to the value contained in an Ending Date/Time field of a Scheduled Quantities document sent to a service requester following a service requester's submission of a nomination, the following applies:

With respect to the Ending Date/Time in a Scheduled Quantities document, the absence of a scheduled quantity for a date range within the nominated date range but beyond that specified in the Scheduled Quantities document does not imply a scheduled quantity of zero for the future nominated period. Rather, service requester's should await the future arrival of a Scheduled Quantity Document containing scheduled quantities information pertaining to the future nominated period for a determination of the status of any quantities related any such future nominated period."

Excerpted from the August 8, 1997 Interpretations Subcommittee Meeting Minutes